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Address Furman Glass 
336 Shaft Street 
Cnr Main Reef Road 
Stormill Extension 2 
Roodepoort

Country South Africa

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Furman Glass custom manufactures architectural glass for specific projects and also produces a range of flat glass suitable for use in standard
applications. 

TuffShield, InvadaShield and HeatShield, like all other Furman Glass products, are manufactured to the highest quality and safety standards,
guaranteeing both aesthetic appeal and strength. 

TuffShield toughened glass and InvadaShield laminated glass is used in a wide range of applications such as shopping centres, office parks, industrial
complexes and housing developments, providing visual appeal without compromising safety and durability. InvadaShield, in particular, is specifically
designed to enhance security, both in the home and in high-risk buildings like banks and other financial institutions. 

HeatShield, as the name suggests, is a laminated glass used in a wide range of architectural applications to reduce heat penetration, while still
allowing normal light transmission. HeatShield ensures that interior environments stay pleasantly cool in summer and warm in winter, also significantly
reducing air-conditioning and heating expenses.

CleanPowa has a unique dry foam formula developed in the USA and is suitable for use on any kind of glass – from auto glass right through to the
most delicate decorative glass. Its superior foaming action cleans away the toughest dirt safely – it’s even safe to use on computer keyboards and
calculators. Used in the preparation of all kinds of glass installation, it results in a sparkling shine.
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